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Supplementary Figure 2
Example output from the APART pipeline. A) The main table presenting the representative contigs and information gathered during the analysis and annotation. For every contig three hyperlinks are provided. First points to the detail page of the contig, second to corresponding position in genome browser, and the last to detailed information about the annotation feature assigned to the contig. B) Detail page for the ribosomal RNA contig presented in Supplementary Figure 3 . Besides of the information from the main table, the sequences of the contig and predicted processing products are provided, including the alignments with the reference genome and consensus quality values. Additionally all the clustered contigs are listed together with the annotation and analysis results.
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Dependence of the APART running times on input read numbers. A) CPU time course B) User time course. In both cases the time increase is linear.
Supplementary Figure 4
Comparison of number of reads aligning to the reference genome by using different number of mismatches allowed. Two known hyper-modified types of ncRNA transcripts (rRNA, tRNA) are shown. The gain of reads in case of rRNA and tRNA by allowing more mismatches is comparable to total gain of alignments (total), suggesting that in yeast RNA modifications do not influence the mapping procedure.
